\\/ Witn tne rapidly expanding graphic capabilities of inexpensive computels, it is becoming quite pmctical to let physics students write their own programs to plot experimental data, solutiors of simple differential equations, and the Iike.
It may be useful to provoke independent student initiative by examining critically the graphic matedal provided in the vadous texts. Such discussion, followed by the students'own creation of improved drawings, should enhance both thefu understanding and motivation in the study of field concepts. Figures I through 7 have been selected from European and Amedcan textbooks because each left some room for improvement. The level of these books ranges from final year of high school to third year of udversity. Upon redrafting, some of the diagmms have been rotated 90" for conformity, or simplified by elimirating lettedng and other features not relevant here. The x-axis is to the right from center in all the diagmms, and the z-axis ruos up liom center.
General properties of equipotentials and field lines
The electric poteotial U of a point in space is by definition the work needed to bring a l-C charge from infinity (or from another chosen location of zero potential) to that point. It.is a scalar quantity, and it is therefore often easier to calculate than the field lines, which represent a vector quantity. In Fig-4 , the convergence of lield lines on the r-axis at around n = 1 2d indicates maximum field strength there, whereas it is easily shown that the strongest field on the r-axis occu$ at.lr =!a1.,/2. 
